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Also in this issue is our coverage of the recent Bonnaroo Festival and some of the production areas that don’t normally get media attention. This annual event in Tennessee is one of the premier festivals in America.

You will notice a special Spotlight Feature on our old friends, Mid-America Sound in the staple section. We are reviving these four-page sections that allow us to profile various production companies with these unique pieces. It is always a treat for me to go back to my old Indiana roots, especially with a company that’s grown to a global reputation.

Finally, as we approach the end of early-bird registration for Tour Link, we are gratified by the larger than expected number of people signing up. We are also pleased at the growing number of Co-Sponsors supporting the conference.

Tour Link is unique in the Industry with the blend of educational and recreational functions geared to promote establishing and strengthening personal relationships. We encourage all of you to join us January 11-14 in Palm Springs. This is shaping up to be the biggest and best one yet.

Larry Smith
Publisher
Jan 11-14

Golf Tournament
Top Dog Awards
Transportation Outing
Product Demos
Panels & Workshops

Sign Up At www.TourLinkConference.com Today!!

DON’T MISS IT
Tourcats Caters to
Kenny Chesney’s Tour

by Debi Moen

When Kenny Chesney’s crew bus rolls up at the venue at 7 am, Tourcats has coffee brewing and breakfast ready to dish out on site. How many other catering companies can say that they are ready to serve the most important meal of the day?

Unlike many other catering companies that travel with the tour busses and trucks, Tourcats runs independently with their mobile refrigerated kitchen - built to health code specs - carrying freshly sourced organic meats, eggs, poultry and veggie items, with fresh fish flown directly to the venue.

Started in 2006, Tourcats provides tours with the highest quality food and service available, along with espresso bars, dressing room requests, driver meals, after-show snacks and more. They have served Jimmy Buffett, the Trans-Siberian Orchestra, George Strait, One Republic and Chris Brown. They recently finished feeding the Rolling Stones Zip Code Tour, and currently cater to Kenny Chesney’s mixed stadium/arena/amphitheater run.

Tourcats uses only the best ingredients and prepares all food from scratch, ensuring that every meal is delicious, healthy and unique. Audrey Olmer of Tourcats says variety is key to keeping people happy on the tour. “Imagine eating in the same restaurant three meals a day, every day, all summer long. It could get old – but to overcome that, we offer different foods every day, and serve several entrees for lunch and dinner.”

Tourcats’ philosophy of serving a variety of only the best and freshest food has paid off - in 2013 they won the CMA SRO Award for tour catering.

Tourcats has eight people on the crew on Chesney’s tour - with three cooks focusing on hot foods and two preparing the cold. “The Kenny operation is a big one,” Olmer says. “When we’re feeding just the steel workers, it may be 80 or 90, but on show day it may be 300 or more.”

Challenges vary across venues. The Rose Bowl had no dining facilities for catering, “so with the help of the tour, we had dining tents set up with air conditioning outside the venue,” she says. At Arrowhead Stadium in Kansas City, the crew had to ferry all the food and dishes about a half mile from the parking lot to the dining room using golf carts and wagons!

Then there is the heat wave baking the country. Ice cream and popsicles were a big hit at several recent shows, while another popular item - freshly made wheatgrass - has become a staple on the menu.

Noting that this is the fifth or sixth tour they’ve catered for Chesney, Olmer says, “We are proud to be a part of Kenny’s tour. It’s wonderful to serve great food to people day in and day out and not bore them. It’s an exciting job and a lot of fun.”

www.tourcatering.com
Best Service at Reasonable Rates

Fresh Prepared Quality Ingredients

Customized Menus

Highest Quality Meals 3 times a day

Self Contained Mobile Kitchen

Kenny Chesney ● Miranda Lambert ● Trans-Siberian Orchestra
Jimmy Buffett ● Eric Church ● OneRepublic ● Chris Brown
George Strait ● The Rolling Stones ● Jason Aldean

2013 WINNER OF THE CMA TOURING INDUSTRY AWARD
BEST TOUR CATERER

t. 530.307.0003
f. 888.400.9160
E-mail: tourcats@icloud.com
You've known them as Morris Light and Sound. Now, you'll know them as Morris. We spoke with David Haskell, president/CEO, about Chesney and the changes it's experiencing as the company undergoes a rebranding.

You've been Kenny Chesney's sound and light vendor a long time. This year you also supplied rigging and motors as well?

We've been working with Kenny since he has been with Morris Higham Management, 25 years now. We've watched his career grow from modest beginnings to one of the world's largest touring acts. With that evolution comes change in size and scope but in technology as well. Kenny is a hands-on artist when it come to the look, sound and overall feel and message he's wanting to convey with each tour. Working with Mike Swinford (designer) and Ed Wannebo (production manager), we start a year out from the upcoming tour to flush out staging and lighting concepts. Once Kenny approves the concept, we provide options to best fulfill the design and give the most effective looks and sound while ensuring all elements of the design pack, travel and deploy quickly and efficiently.

While Kenny is our largest client, we also provide sound and lighting for some of the country's largest stadium festivals while still providing production services and integration for every size production requested.

Is there a conscious effort to keep Kenny's crew intact over the years?

“Family” is key in Kenny's and Morris's houses. When you look at the tenure most of the crew has with Kenny, it's comforting to both the artist and the crew to see that level of commitment to both the tour and each other as people. That is one of the most outstanding elements of Kenny’s world to me.

Why are you dropping the Light & Sound part of your name?

Now that we have different divisions of our company - sound and lighting, integration, recording studios, a visuals department and production and event management - we decided to become a brand versus a house of brands. We are trying to keep our portfolio diverse while keeping customer service and quality at the forefront of everything we do, company wide.

We are rolling out new logos, website (www.experiencemorris.com) and social media under “Morris.” Continuing the legacy of Dale Morris, we are keeping the name and adding a whole new look and feel to how we are viewed to the world. Everyone is excited. So am I! I love this business!

www.experiencemorris.com
Morris Light and Sound was formed while outfitting tours for country super-group Alabama. Now, 25 years later, we begin a new chapter known as Morris. We are so excited to continue this journey - cheers to 25 more!

www.experiencemorris.com
UNLEASH THE GTO C-12

CAN YOU HANDLE THE POWER?

THE GTO LINE ARRAY FAMILY

Super High Output from Dual 12” Lows, four x 6.5” Mids, and 2 x 3” HF Compression Drivers delivering an astounding 140 dB SPL (single unit). Power and far-field performance from our Patented V-Power Concept (US D500,306 S) and D.P.R.W.G. Wave Guide (EP1532839). Extremely compact package: H 14.3” (363 mm) - W 44.3” (1126 mm) - D 25.8” (655 mm). Very low weight: 160 lb (72.5 kg). E-Z RIG - Lightweight Ergal Aluminum Exoskeletal Rigging System first used on the full sized GTO: adds the strength of steel, but keeps weight to a minimum. Same footprint as the full sized GTO - makes all hardware and accessories fully compatible. Single point fly frame with one Ton motor rigs up to 12 GTO C-12s for weight restricted venues.
Morris is a full-service production and integration company with more than 25 years of experience in the industry. They began by outfitting tours for famed country music legend, Alabama, under the name Morris Light and Sound.

For the past two decades, that name accurately reflected the types of services offered to their clients.

The rebranding of the company under a single name, Morris, fits with the continued growth and expansion of services. In addition to a fully-outfitted Integration Division, their services for existing and new clients include event management, production management, pre-visualization services and a recording studio facility.

A company dedicated from its beginning to executing the best tours in the business, has evolved into an organization that is passionate about creating any and every kind of immersive experience. Their goal is to create powerful performances and pursue innovative solutions with professional and artistic dedication. Their success in doing just that is proven with a sample of their client list.

Morris has provided exceptional service to a wide range of music’s most popular acts, highly recognized brand and companies, annual events, and houses of worship. Some past and current clients include Florida Georgia Line, Jake Owen, Grace Potter and the Nocturnals, CMA Fest, Community Bible Church, St. Thomas Hospital and Kenny Chesney.

In fact, Kenny Chesney is one of their longest-standing relationships. Morris has partnered with Kenny Chesney’s team for over two decades!

Staff and crew with Morris frequently mentioned they feel fortunate to be working with Kenny Chesney. In addition to being heavily involved in the pre-visualization phase of his tours, Morris provides assistance in determining the scope and scale of the tour and aid in design creation that best executes Kenny Chesney’s ideas.

Morris strives to ensure every single client feels confident that his or her event will exceed expectations and delight their audiences. Whether it’s a sold out concert, a weekend of corporate training, or a Sunday morning worship service, the only word clients need to remember is…Morris.
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Kenny Chesney
& The Big Revival Tour

by Jordan Haymaker
Energy and fun were the words of the day when Mobile Production Monthly got the opportunity to catch up with the Kenny Chesney (KC) crew in Indianapolis at the Lucas Oil Stadium.

People were buzzing around, flying by on golf carts, and perfecting last minute details. No surprise, even though the preparation was for a massive stadium show (Lucas Oil Stadium has a 67,000 capacity) nobody on the crew looked stressed. The Big Revival Tour is Kenny Chesney’s fourteenth headlining tour and he obviously knows a thing or two about picking the right people and production companies to keep things fresh and under control.

Production Manager, Ed Wannebo

Tour Manager, David Farmer, greeted me with a handshake and insisted that I make myself at home while waiting for Production Manager, Ed Wannebo. David joked, “You’ll know who Ed is because he’ll fly in here going 200 mph on his Segway.”

After whipping through the production office and screeching to a halt, Ed settled in and with his big smile and outgoing demeanor, excitedly recounted how he got into the music business. As a boy, he loved watching his inventor and metal fabricator grandfather work. Ed’s grandfather inspired him to learn the nuts and bolts of how things work. Then in 1976, he started lighting production company RQM Productions (also with his grandfather’s help) and started providing production for club shows in the Portland and Seattle areas.

Ed seized the opportunity to transition from his small show days in the NW with his lighting company, to work as a lighting tech for Van Halen. It was one of those right place at the right time situations, they were short-handed, Continued on next pg.
and needed to fill positions quickly. They asked for his help and he was on the road in the US and Europe for the next 9 months. Ed has also worked with Hall and Oates, ZZ Top, David Bowie, Faith Hill, and Tim McGraw doing everything from tour support to music video and feature film shoots.

Ed has been Production Manager for Kenny Chesney since 2001. Ed said he likes to keep the fun meter as high as possible for the crew of 53, which includes a 10 man culinary staff, 22 stadium crew, and bus drivers. The Big Revival production utilizes 23 Upstaging trucks and 10 Hemphill busses.

Morris Light and Sound has been the sound and light vendor for KC since 2001. On this tour, they also provide the rigging steel and motors. Ed likes that they provide very personalized service and do a great job of staying on the cutting edge to implement the design elements for KC’s shows. Ed noted, “It’s the same crew year after year, which makes for a very fast ramp up to rehearsals and finding our groove once we’re out on the road.”

He takes charge of planning how to package the show for travel to be prepared for multiple venue types. He realizes that, “It has to be bold in the stadiums, but translate to smaller venues as well.” SGPS Show Group out of Las Vegas provides automation and the rolling stage used in the arenas, while the stadium sized staging system including stage, delay towers, and mix are from Stage Co US.

He is also in charge of rehearsal, the VIP packages provided by CID, administrating, and setting the environment for everyone else to excel in. He has really enjoyed watching this crew develop and grow. Ed acknowledged, “Everyone has a role in making this a success. If one part fails, it reflects.” The name of the tour, The Big Revival Tour, is a perfect fit. The crew took a year off, and it’s celebrating everyone getting back together. Ed joked, “Everyone loves doing this or they wouldn’t have come back.” He was impressed with how quickly everyone got back into an efficient state in a short amount of time.

Behind the scenes, one of Ed’s favorite hangout spots is the grill they set up each night on the back of the stage. Serving beer and brats, it provides a perfect place to unwind before the show. “It helps establish a great sense of camaraderie on the road between the crew and the various different acts.”

The Big Revival Tour runs through the end of August, including 18 stadium stops along the way. For the Indianapolis show, Eric Church surprised the crowd by playing a few songs with KC in the middle of the set. The tone for the show is set right from the beginning, with KC flying in from FOH to the stage on a hanging chair. The first 6 songs are non-stop back to back and
packed with energy as Kenny Chesney runs back and forth across the stage, all while maintaining his vocals.

Audio by Morris (Formerly Morris Light and Sound)

FOH Engineer, Chris Rabold, has done audio for 20 years, starting out on the road with Widespread Panic at the age of 19 when a mutual friend asked if he'd be willing to help out. He was selling t-shirts, loading equipment, and stocking coolers at first. He was so eager to learn and claims it was the most effortless thing he has ever done. After a decade with Widespread Panic, he branched out to acts like Beyoncé and The Fray.

2 years ago when he and Lighting Director, Phil Ealy, were working for Lady Gaga, Ed happened to be in the audience at the Las Vegas show and took notice of their talents. For Kenny Chesney's 2013 tour, Ed contacted them both to see if they would be interested in working on his crew. Both accepted and flew out a week later for the opening show.

Chris admits it’s pretty busy on the audio end, although that’s also his favorite part. “There’s a good deal of what I consider mid range management to keep things from sounding mucky,” he added. This tour more of a classic rock feel to it with 3 guitars, drums, bass, and keys. He appreciates that the sound is so true to the source.

He utilizes both analog and digital using an SSL L500 console with analog pieces to add in dynamics and coloration. On the rack, he uses API 2500 compressors, a vocal Tube Tech CL1B compressor, and TC Electronic, Lexicon, and Bricasti for reverb. His favorite piece is the Sonic Farm Creamliner that adds se tube saturation that helps glue things together across the stereo bus.

One of the hardest things he deals with is the fact that KC likes to cup the mic and put his thumb over the grill. They use Royer ribbon mics for guitars, Telefunken for drums, and Shure KSM9HS for Chesney’s vocals. He likes that, “Those seem to be able to handle the cupping pretty well and have a good deal of projection.”

Chris said KC is one of the few people who truly understands the business and calculates every little detail. “This whole group of people has such a great vibe, and everything we do is based around the premise that this is supposed to be fun.”

Video by Screenworks

From Screenworks, Crew Chief Brian Littleton and Video Director Jay Cooper work together on this content heavy show. Brian has worked with KC since 2003 and Jay since 2002, so they are both familiar with the energy he likes to project. Jay is in charge of everything that goes to the screen, while Brian is in charge of the crew. Brian can also be seen stage left manning one of the 9 cameras for KC.

They use 6 manned cameras, 3 robos, and a wireless Panasonic camera on the bottom of the chair KC flies to the stage on at the beginning of the show. The media is run through BlackStorm servers onto 6 Daktronics screens including a header, main, 2 side screens, and 2 stadium side screens in Tait Towers shells with around 2 million pixels in total.

Brian and the crew can set up a stadium show in 6 hours, but said the hardest part is consistently arranging the screens for different venues. They have 3 trucks full of equipment, so stadiums make it easier with more space and storage area.

Jay says it’s tough because they are building a mobile production set every day, but loves interacting with everyone on the crew. “It doesn’t feel like work at all,” he stated. 5 guys on the video crew, including himself, are Purdue grads; so it helps they all have common beginnings.

He controls the show on a Ross Vision Switcher console. Their setup is different since they don’t run via DMX, making video control separate from the FOH Lights. Jay claims it works more seamlessly doing it that way. “There’s no timecode and no sync. We run everything live with the show.”

Lighting by Morris

40-year industry veteran, Phil Ealy, is the Lighting Director on this tour. He discovered his love for music in high school, but couldn’t play an instrument. “I figured I had to find another way into the business.” Growing up in LA, he started out working with “local” bands like Van Halen, Ratt, and Motley Crüe.

Phil proved his capabilities on the last tour with KC, so this time around he had creative input in working with Mike Swinford and Mark Butts during the designing phase. He was in charge of directing the look and feel to create the highest visual impact possible.

On his second tour with the same crew, Phil admitted that he really enjoys working with Morris Light and Sound. Of President and CEO, David Haskell, Phil boasted that, “He’s the type of guy that is truly dedicated to his
profession and won’t hesitate to do whatever it takes to support the tour in every way.” He praised them for the fact that Crew chief, Allen Gibson, and the rest of the crew accepted him, made him feel like one of their family, and always look after anything he needs. He is confident that night after night the Morris crew can be depended upon to get the rig up and that every single fixture will work for every single show.

Gear on this tour includes Clay Paky Mythos and Stormys, Vari-Lite 3500s, TMB Solaris Flare Strobes, and 3 Grand MA consoles, which Phil loves for their dependability. Clay Paky Shapy washes are another favorite for Phil because they’re small, bright, fast and he likes the beam shaper. He admits he has lost track of how many lights are used in this massive production.

A show of this size with so much visual content doesn’t come without its share of struggles. Phil mentioned, “One of the biggest challenges is to find the correct balance of intensity between all of the video screens and lighting rig.” KC likes solid colors and a lot of no color, with no pastels, leaving Phil with a limited color pallet. Phil quickly realized KC’s main focus for his show is the visual impact of the big musical moments. He loves the energy that KC creates on stage, but joked, “Night after night KC keeps me at my best. It’s fun to keep up with him because he’s so energetic.

He thinks KC is an amazing entertainer, and would just love to do more shows during the week. “It’s a pleasure to be involved with the pros of the pros,” he beamed, citing Ed Wannebo as the perfect motivator, pushing everyone to do the best they can.

Guitar Tech, Zeke Clark

The crewmember with the most interesting lineup of previous work history has to be Zeke Clark. He has worked for 40 years not only on the road, but also in studio as a guitar tech. A Detroit native, he moved out to San Francisco to work with BGP to jumpstart his impressive career. Zeke humbly rattled off his list of previous work including Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, The Grateful Dead, Journey, Led Zeppelin, and Jefferson Airplane. Zeke moved from San Francisco to L.A. and began a long run as Van Halen’s guitar tech, and also worked with Prince and Poison. After later moving to Nashville, he naturally found work with country acts like Clint Black, Faith Hill, LeAnn Rimes, Gary Allan, and Little Texas. He’s worked on Kenny Chesney’s crew for 5 years now.

Zeke unloads all the backline truck equipment and pitches in wherever he can. He also maintains the amps and guitars. “I’m pretty good at fixing electronics. Anything that breaks during the show for KC or the
Zeke also talks very highly of veteran crewmates Melvin Fults, Terry Fox, Jeff Kersey, and James "Catfish" Wingate. Catfish, who has been with KC for 12 years, takes personal care of Kenny Chesney's guitars and handles all of Kenny's changes during the show.

Out of everyone Zeke has worked for, he thinks KC is one of the most amazing frontmen. "He's a genuine human being who truly cares and takes good care of his crew." KC is even known to set up end of the tour vacations for the entire crew and their loved ones.

He mentioned that Ed really did wrangle in the best of the best for this crew. His favorite part is watching KC give his all during each show. The crew really appreciates that Kenny Chesney has a hand in everything from the video walls to the lighting and even the music played before the show.

"Bottom line, we want to deliver the best possible production and performance that is humanly possible so fans will walk away in total awe both in sound, visuals, and performance."

To catch Kenny Chesney on tour visit www.kennychesney.com. Also check out NSR (No Shoes Radio), Kenny's radio station accessible online that broadcasts live from the shows.
**CREW FOR KENNY CHESNEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOUR MANAGER</td>
<td>Holly Gleason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECURITY</td>
<td>Mike Swindor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCH</td>
<td>Mark Burnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUMMER</td>
<td>John Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUITAR</td>
<td>Nathan Mahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUITAR/ FIDDLE/ KEY</td>
<td>JR Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYTHYM GUITAR</td>
<td>Mark Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION MANAGER</td>
<td>Kurt Mannhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE MANAGER</td>
<td>Randy Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION OFFICE ACCOUNTANT</td>
<td>Lonn Simpson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMG TOUR JIT</td>
<td>Les King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TICKETING/BAND STUFF</td>
<td>Ken Wendle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION ASSISTANT</td>
<td>Darrell Bosco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESSING ROOM/BUKES</td>
<td>Frank Fanuzzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAD RIGGER</td>
<td>Robert Fischer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGGER 1</td>
<td>Ken Lingren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAD AUTOMATION</td>
<td>Mike Cook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD MASTER</td>
<td>Jeff Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUM TECH</td>
<td>Jim Ramacys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUITAR TECH</td>
<td>John Campbell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUITAR TECH</td>
<td>Chris Bradshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPFEN</td>
<td>Richard Vellejos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAND TECH</td>
<td>Ray Mangum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARPENTER</td>
<td>Austin Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL AROUND GOOD GUY</td>
<td>Troy Shugart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOH ENGINEER</td>
<td>Gilles Gemberling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREW CHIEF</td>
<td>Reuben Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR PA TECH</td>
<td>Dan Mendez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR TECH/STEELTECH</td>
<td>Terrell Lucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOH TECH</td>
<td>Daniel Struman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOH TECH/AUDIO</td>
<td>Matt Hammond</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Crew Members**

- **David Clayton Farmer**
- **Malcolm Barey**
- **Timothy Clarence Holt**
- **Bart, Joe Hobey**
- **Gary Gregory Matlock**
- **Harison Kelly McCarthy**
- **Clayton Mitchell Feibusch**
- **Jonathan Evans Conley**
- **Jamey Matt Beard**
- **Kenneth Stuart Greenberg**
- **Edward Hurley Mansano**
- **Thomas Michael Nisun**
- **Bill Truennell**
- **Romney McKinnon**
- **Ryan Patrick Pagman**
- **Robin L. Majors**
- **Jeffrey John Nieder**
- **Shane Hueber**
- **James William Vaughn**
- **Marc Phillip Knowles**
- **Mark Lowry McKinnney**
- **Daniel Nathan Wright**
- **Dwayne Andry Gibson**
- **Melvin Thomas Fults**
- **James Warren Wingate**
- **Jeffrey Douglas Kesrey**
- **Terry Lynn Fox**
- **Randall Curtis Clark**
- **David Edward Ogle**
- **James Patrick Clark**
- **Robby Ray Lowe**
- **Chris Rabold**
- **Philip Scott Robinson**
- **Bryan Wesley Bailey**
- **Richard James Rosner**
- **Mark Kirk Rolenberg**
- **Philip Spina**
- **Justin Allen Meeks**
- **William Carl Braxton Wilson**
- **Tanner Freise**
- **Thomas Ryan Lewis**
- **Phillip Kuly**
- **Joseph Allen Gibson**
- **Kevin Icht**
- **Robert Thomas Sheene**
- **John Travis Edwards**
- **Drew Ryder Dias**
- **Austin Schneider**
- **Ryan D. Hodge**
- **Jerome Glenn Thompson**
- **Jay Robert Cooper**
- **Ryan Tyson Rushing**
- **Austin Douglas Smith**
- **Brian Anthony Littleton**
- **Alexander Hunt Keene**
- **William Francisco Cabral**
- **Jonathan Robert Bailey**
- **Chaim Chavaria**
- **Robert Wayne Larkin**
- **Nicky Monaco**
- **Josh Henderson**
- **Mark Horton**
- **Mark John Camurro**
- **John Anthony Stauder**
- **Steve James Easter**
- **Terry Ford**
- **Fred William Reed**
- **John Chaplin**
- **Danny Petty**
- **Mike Jones**
- **Joshua James Easter**
- **Kenton Mathnaird**
- **Tim Olson**
- **Hugh Howell**
- **Christopher Norden**
- **Allan Jackson**
- **Audrey Olmer**
- **Jim Weinberg**
- **Dave Morrison**
- **Jason Novan**
- **Chad Harrison**
- **Ryan Voshoff**
- **Paul Pust**
- **Jacob Bruckner**
- **Chris Kowriak**
- **Jake JJ Johnson**
- **Cameron Catron**
- **Brian Hillman**
- **Joe Parker**
- **Todd Steward**
- **Kate Masters**
- **Bridget Racer**
- **Wendy Jensen**
- **Kate Hughes**
- **Kerry M. Farland**
- **Alex Roberts**

**Mobile Production Office**

- **40 ft. Trailer/18 ft. Double Slide**
- **252,000 sq. ft. Office Space**
- **Front and Rear Entry**
- **40K Diesel Generator**
- **50 AMP Shore Power Capabilities**
- **Constant Tracking Satellite Heat & AC**

**Contact Information**

- **47 Work Stations**
- **7 Separate Phone Lines**
- **2 Flat Screen TVs**
- **Surround Sound Private Office**
- **Printer/Fax Machine**
- **Bathroom w/ Shower**
- **Fridge/Coffee Pot/Microwave Oven**

**Website**: [Stagecoachproduction.com](http://Stagecoachproduction.com)
Spotlight Feature by mobile PRODUCTION
Mid-America Sound: Your Midwest Connection for U.S. Festival Production

Kerry Darrenkamp founded Mid-America Sound Corporation in 1975 with childhood friend Rob King. Since then, Mid-America has become one of the leading regional production companies in the country. The company has assets to service virtually any production needs, from festivals and concerts to corporate events.

Mid-America Sound is celebrating 40 years of serving the industry in 2015. Even though industry has changed immensely since the company started in 1975, Mid-America Sound made a point to adapt and grow with those changes. Staying on top of current technology and earning a dedicated customer base through focus on client needs are the key to ensuring another 40 years of success.

In addition to an impressive equipment inventory, the real asset in the company is their employees. Bob Williams, Head of Lighting Operations, Jason Wells, Head of Audio Operations, Allen Story, Lighting Warehouse Manager and Randy Cole, Audio Manager, all have twenty years or more with the company. The company also has many loyal and happy clients and events who have been using Mid-America for 20 years or more.

A Little History...

Mid-America started with a McVee system built at the time by a Midwest manufacturer. Kerry was working at Sperry-Univac as a computer technician and Rob was a manager at a K-Mart store. But their dream was to build a touring production company. They continued working full time jobs while building the company in every spare moment.

A big break for Mid-America came in 1979 when they were asked to produce a country music festival for local radio station WIRE. The festival drew more than 50,000 people and was a great success. They also did a show for Rush while the band was...
still relatively unknown but had just released a new album. The promoter was expecting 1500 and ten times that showed up.

In 1982 Rob King left his job to concentrate on Mid-America full time and Kerry did the same in 1984. Also in 1984 Kerry and Rob added local Indianapolis Attorney Bill Fatout as a third partner in Mid-America Sound.

Mid-America did audio production for multiple date shows and short tours with acts such as Cheap Trick, Chicago, The Temptations and 4 Tops, but in the mid-1980s their focus began to shift to festivals and fairs. They purchased and were one of the first companies to use a Peavey HDH system. Responding to customer demand, Mid-America soon added lighting equipment. They purchased one of the first Thomas motorized roof systems in the US. Mid-America was quickly doing fairs and festivals throughout most of the country.

**Mid-America Today…**

Once customers learned that they could get, sound, lighting, staging, roofs and backline from one source, company growth exploded. In 1993 Mid-America purchased a warehouse in Fortville, but within a few years they had already outgrown that facility. Their main system by that time used EAW KF850s and later KF750s. As lighting expanded into moving lights from Clay Paky and High End Systems, Mid-America continued to expand the types of equipment they could offer to clients.

Mid-America built in 2005 a state of the art facility in Greenfield, Indiana and gave them the ability to expand as needed. The facility includes an 80ft x 60ft tech/rehearsal space with 40ft to the steel and enough rigging capacity for just about any show. The facility also has showers, a catering area and production management space. In addition to rehearsals, the conference space can accommodate training classes and manufacturer demos.

Their main audio systems are L-Acoustics K1, K2 and JBL VTX complimented with the latest digital consoles from Avid, Midas, Yamaha and Digico. Lighting includes
the latest fixtures from Martin, GrandMa2 and Avolites Titan consoles. Mid-America recently purchased a Kinesys motion control system and have added Absen A7 LED video walls.

Mid-America Sound is still growing and expanding. Recent tours include Hillsong United, Harry Connick, Jr, and Chris Tomlin. In addition, they continue to grow in special events, consulting, system sales and installations, and rental support for a lot of major artists and companies.

For any and all production needs, Mid-America has the gear, personnel, experience and reputation to deliver the highest-quality production at competitive prices. Quality, safety and dedication are the driving forces in this company.

See more at www.midamericasound.com or call Mid-America at (317) 947-9980
After taking a year off from the road to concentrate on recording, Kenny Chesney has launched “The Big Revival Tour” across North America in support of his album released last year. A large complement of Clay Paky Mythos, Sharpy Washes and Stormy Strobes help Chesney amp up the excitement at his arena and stadium dates.

Chesney kicked off “The Big Revival Tour” at Nashville’s Bridgestone Arena with guests Grace Potter, Taylor Swift, Uncle Kracker, Dave Lee Murphy and Joe Walsh. A four-time Country Music Association and four consecutive Academy of Country Music Entertainer of the Year, Chesney has always worked to make sure his production is as cutting edge as possible.

Production and lighting designer Mike Swinford says the look of the tour is “very typical” of Kenny Chesney’s road shows. “It’s a relatively simple design that’s big and bold,” he says. “Kenny likes big looks with a lot of lights: an old-school, large rock ‘n roll show.”

Lighting programmer Mark Butts, who has worked with Chesney, says, “Kenny doesn’t do anything small. His style has always been pretty hard rock ‘n roll – just pure, raw fire power.”

To help achieve that feel, Swinford is deploying 198 Mythos and 44 Stormy Strobe fixtures, new from Clay Paky. Morris Light & Sound in Nashville, the lighting, sound and rigging vendor for the tour, is among the first in the US to offer a big inventory of the new lighting instruments so it could easily fulfill Swinford’s specs.

“We’re never shy to be the first to do something,” says Morris president David Haskell. “We like to be on the cutting edge. And we know we have A.C.T’s support for the new fixtures. The only problem with Mythos is that we don’t have enough! I get calls daily for them; they’re going to have the same kind of impact on the industry as Sharpy did when it was introduced.”

Mythos is a highly-advanced hybrid light which serves as an excellent 470-watt spotlight and an extraordinary beam light. When he first saw Mythos Swinford was “completely blown away by its small package, its powerful look and low power consumption,” he recalls. “Mythos is only 470 watts while everything else comparable is 1500-1800 watts. When you have a rig the size of ours cutting power consumption by one-half or one-third is a big deal, especially when you’re playing 16 stadiums.”

A fan of Mythos’s versatility, Swinford says “It can produce a beam that’s two or three times brighter than Sharpy, and you can zoom it out and turn it into a more traditional, hard-edged spot. You can...
go from one mode to another very quickly. Mythos even makes a pretty good wash-style light with frost in it.”

Swinford had no qualms about being an early user of Mythos when he specked it for the tour. “I knew it was going to be a game changer for this kind of light,” he says. “Clay Paky has come such a long way in developing and designing lights that are very reliable and very innovative. They’re doing things that other manufacturers are starting to copy.”

“So I decided to dive into Mythos in a big way for the tour. In six weeks of rehearsal they proved to be outstanding, so I feel we’ve already broken them in.”

Swinford explains Chesney wanted the ability to light the audience more effectively, especially for his stadium shows. So the lighting designer employed 20 Mythos fixtures in pre-rigged trusses around the scrims for the stadium package; they are repurposed along the dashers for arena shows. “They give us our audience lighting package and also light the four-foot mirror ball. When you put Mythos on the ball, you get the most fantastic mirror-ball effects you’ve ever seen: it’s so much brighter -- and the beams off the ball are so intense.”

Mythos fixtures are also mounted vertically on the spot towers out in the house at stadium shows. A group of eight is positioned in the seats always left empty for light placement; six are behind the mix; six more are in the back of the field creating a very layered look.

Swinford notes that there are “a lot of video surfaces” in the show: a 48x17-foot backscreen flanked by 23x17-foot screens plus a 48x13-foot header suspended over the downstage. “With all the luminance of the screens, the lighting package needs to be pretty powerful,” he says. “Mythos does very well on that score.”

Stormy Strobes are scattered in ten fingers of upstage and downstage trussing and mounted on the side ladders with 28 Sharpy Washes. “We wanted classic white strobe effects, and we get them with Stormy. They’re very bright and low power, so they’re very friendly. And they make good work lights, too!”

The Sharpy Washes cross-light the band and enhance the video lighting. Morris Light & Sound acquired Sharpy Washes 18 months ago. They continue to be a “highly popular item. “People love the speed and output for the size of the lamp. Clay Paky optics are, in my opinion, the best in the world,” says Haskell.

Francesco Romagnoli, Clay Paky Area Manager for North and Latin America, added, “It’s great when Mr. Swinford, Mr. Butts and Morris Light and Sound team up. Their shows are always amazing and we’re happy to collaborate with them once again.”

A.C.T Lighting is the exclusive North American distributor for Clay Paky.
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Sound Image (Escondido, California) and SSE Audio Group (Redditch, UK), have announced the launch of a transatlantic joint venture. Dubbed the UAC or United Audio Companies, the venture has been designed to enable both firms to improve the international support offered to their clients on both sides of the Atlantic. The new arrangement means clients touring in Europe and the USA will benefit from a common touring infrastructure and around the clock support, so acts can work seamlessly on either continent.

Commenting on the new venture, Dave Shadoan, President of Sound Image explained: “Sound Image and SSE have very similar company philosophies. We both continue to invest heavily in today’s leading technology and we both put a heavy focus on our personnel and service. That is what sets us apart.”

Each of the partnering companies has introduced common technologies so touring acts will have a simple transition when they travel between the continents. All productions will have additional local contacts assigned to assist planning and coordination and reduce down time.

“It’s not just a US Company operating via an EU satellite office or vice versa in the US” explained SSE Audio Group MD John Penn, “It’s two full-service national PA companies with a full complement of staff, service facilities, vehicles, Production Managers and their long-developed support networks that are made available to the touring production - in addition to the equipment inventory and crew. It means that when a tour hits a snag, SSE in Europe or Sound Image in the States are far more likely to resolve the issue quickly.”

Neil Diamond’s current world tour is the first to officially use UAC, although both companies have been testing the waters over the last year with acts like Linkin Park, Tame Impala, Culture Club, Pharrell Williams, Rob Zombie, Five Finger Death Punch, Maroon 5 and Billy Idol.

As part of the move towards common technologies, SSE Hire has invested in the JBL VTX system, which was deployed on the European leg of Neil Diamond’s world tour, following his successful North American outing in April and May with Sound Image. SSE’s new acquisition of JBL, together with the extensive L-Acoustics inventory in stock on both continents, means clients have full access to either system. Other notable products supported within the group include, Adamson, EAW, D&B and Meyer.

Jesse Adamson, Director of Business Development for Sound Image believes “SSE is a dominant force that is gaining momentum in Europe. It’s clear that with United Audio Companies, we can offer a level of infrastructure and support that can’t be found with any other touring audio vendor in the industry.”

In the USA, Sound Image has offices in San Diego, Nashville, LA and Phoenix, while in Europe, SSE Audio Group has UK offices in London, the Midlands and the North of England, plus three locations in France.
“Bonnaroo” is Creole for good stuff.

Over four days every June, Lambda Productions, Superfly Presents, and Knoxville based promoters AC Entertainment turn a 700-acre farm in Manchester, Tennessee, known as Great Stage Park, into one of the largest music festivals in the nation. A small town is transformed into a community of over 100,000 people from all over with the same goals in mind—to take in as many diverse artists as possible, have a great time and experience all of the good stuff the festival has to offer.

Since its start in 2002, Bonnaroo has gained a reputation as both a fan favorite and something production crews look forward to coming back to year after year.

Some of the best production companies in the world work around the clock to bring Bonnaroo to life. Companies like Reel Video and NEP Screenworks for video; lights from Bandit, TMS, and UpLight; staging from Brown, Accurate, and Premier Global; and audio from Cross Roads Audio, Thunder Audio, CTS Audio and Eighth Day Sound.

Mobile Production Monthly camped at Bonnaroo this year to catch up with some of the amazing staff and crew who make Bonnaroo such a great experience. We were particularly interested in presenting some of the support services that don’t typically get media notice. Others were kind enough to spare a few minutes of conversation between acts. What follows are just a few of those too many to profile, amazing crew and production companies that help keep the festival running smoothly and able to “radiate positivity” like one of the festival codes suggests.

Production Manager Hadden Hippsley with Lambda Productions

Lambda Productions and its founder, Hadden Hippsley, have been the production staples at Bonnaroo since the beginning. They earned their original reputation working with Phish by being forward thinking, predicting everything that could possibly go wrong beforehand, and making sure things were fixed before there was ever a problem. “Now,” said Hadden, “our experience helps make us stand out because we’ve been around since before festivals were so popular.”

For Bonnaroo, Lambda provides a full production team for over 120 music acts and oversees all production aspects for anything that hits the stage. And because Bonnaroo has always been on the forefront for weather safety and security, before the festival ever begins, the crew works on and rehearses emergency plans and procedures and even sends each production manager to severe weather school.

Since Bonnaroo has been around so long, it really sets the bar for other festivals said Hadden. It’s always been known for having a great staff and being well organized. “It makes all of us proud who helped create Bonnaroo because the organization is phenomenal and really shines,” noted Hadden.

Hadden is the Production Manager for an impressive number of other huge and well-loved festivals. “Every festival has its own personality and philosophy. Some think that’s challenging, but I think it keeps it fun and refreshing,” said Hadden. And what keeps Bonnaroo fun and refreshing? “Visual design, booking, and programing always come up with fresh ideas,” adding, “I think the biggest danger is to accept what worked well before and rinse and repeat, but Bonnaroo hasn’t done that.”
BearCom has been in business for more than 30-years and is the largest wireless two-way radio company in the world. Gregg Stengel is the Marketing and PR Specialist at the headquarters in Dallas, TX, and Gina McNamara works out of the Nashville, TN office. They provide rental equipment for sporting events, concerts, and award shows, and have been at Bonnaroo since the inception in 2002.

The radio command center, located at the base of the giant 80-foot tall disco ball tower, includes 5 permanent antenna mounts. On site, Matt DeFilippis and Scott Tovar installed and ran 18 repeaters that provided up to 50-60 channels, and easily covered the 700-acre farm. It took 2 days to set up and test, 4 days to program, and then Matt built and customized separate code plugs for each digital radio model type. Matt also scanned for usable frequencies, and worked closely with the Network Operation Center in Dallas, who informed him if he was about to lose a channel so he could fix it before the customer even knew of an issue.

BearCom provided 1500 two-way radios, including Motorola MOTOTRBO XPR 3500s, for the festival. The MOTOTRBOs are lightweight, suited for outdoors, and the noise-cancelling feature works well. Gina noted that, “I work with a lot of tours, so to be in a loud environment and actually be able to hear the other person is great.” Their setup allows Matt to custom program channels, allowing security only, What Stage only, etc. channels to streamline communication. While they still provide analog radios, which are appropriate for some small venues, BearCom recently made a huge transition to digital. 75% of their rental inventory is now digital. Matt stated, “Digital is clearer and allows for greater distance.”

With 100,000 people, cell coverage was pretty sparse, so it was that much more important that the radios worked. One safety feature, the “all-call ability” allows one person to hit a button to connect with every single radio. Gina said, “It’s all about improving event safety to mitigate risks, whether it’s security or evacuating the crowd.”

Joel MacKenzie Keepin’ It Cool at Icyroo.

There are reminders everywhere to stay hydrated and cool. The Bonnaroo Department of Health reminds attendees “Tennessee swelters in the summertime. Even when the sun hides, there’s a good chance you’ll feel like a Moon Pie dipped in hot chocolate sauce.”

So, Ice World is one of the most important facets of the festival. Joel MacKenzie has worked Ice World, or “Icyroo,” for 3 years, this year as co-head of the department. He works
almost every weekend traveling the East coast working festivals. He loves attending festivals, and realized he’d rather get paid to go instead of spending so much money attending them.

He and his staff provided the festival’s artists and staff with ice and water. They started planning a week in advance to keep 100 coolers on site and 20 large chests for merchants stocked. They used 10-12 tractor-trailers of ice and water from Tennessee Valley Ice Company, with 11 staff and 14 volunteers working 24/7 to ensure no one ran out. Mookie, with the help of his telescopic forklift named “Cupcake,” moved over a million pounds of ice and water that weekend. The biggest issue was delivering through busy Centeroo. It took a lot of patience navigating between thousands of people, but they did it with a smile. Joel noted, “We keep in mind that they are the ones who paid to be here.”

Respect the Farm - Keeping it Clean & Sustainable!

Bonnaroo takes being sustainable and green very seriously. Back in 2013, they were able to install solar panels that provided 1/5th of the power for the weekend by just raising the cost of attendance by $1. They also have multiple waste bins with staff from Clean Vibes, LLC who help people determine if their trash is for compost, recycling, or landfill. This diverted almost 2 million pounds of trash from going to landfills in 2014.

Comfort Zone Portable Showers, Toilets, & Waste Disposal: Hygiene and sanitation are important at any festival, especially one the size of Bonnaroo, so of course we weren’t surprised to see Comfort Zone front and center with their showers, vacuum toilets, hand washing, and water stations.
owner of Atlanta, GA based Comfort Zone Portables, has been in the portable sanitation business since 1999. Their setup for Bonnaroo included 400 showerheads, 8 shower locations, 25 luxury restroom stations, and 4 locations with 200 toilets, with 125 staffers working around the clock to insure everything stayed clean.

They set up what Mark called an oasis, which included showers, toilets, a charging tent, and Garnier Fructis and Kohler sponsor tents handing out samples. The most impressive was the Pop up 3 Vac toilets, which handled 100,000 gallons of waste at Bonnaroo. Customers appreciated these vacuum toilets that flush, and actually thanked him because they were so clean! There were no lines, and no smell to cover up because stale air is pulled out with each flush. This eliminates the needs for chemicals, and they only use a pint of water per flush. Mark is proud that, “Comfort Zone is the green alternative in the sanitation industry.”

Comfort Zone also provides mobile laundry, potable water tankers, kitchens, and disaster relief. For 12 years Mark has worked at Bonnaroo, and can also be found at Electric Forest and TomorrowWorld. Mark said all festivals nowadays seem to be committed to raising the bar on sanitation, but Comfort Zone’s goal is to surpass expectations.

Some of Bonnaroo’s Transportation Providers

Festival Artist Transportation with Jasper Gacula: Artist Transportation has become a very important element at festivals, and Jasper’s team strived to make the smoothest and best experience for the artists.

In 1999, Mary Jo Kaczka started Artist Transportation services at Coachella with Jasper Gacula assisting on staff. Jasper & Mary Jo soon became sought after by other festivals, and in 2005 started the Bonnaroo Artist Transportation Department. Now as one of the largest staff for festival transportation in the nation, it consists of around 140 team members including airport greeters, parking wranglers, drivers, and office coordinators.

Jasper has overseen artist transportation since 2005. She and the advance team coordinated with the artists a month prior to the festival to confirm the airport, hotel, and site movements. Shaynee Gordy took that information to prepare schedules 24 hours in advance, and Dayne Geyer ran dispatch between the 60 vehicles and drivers to move artists from on site to hotels. Jasper’s crew and local hires worked 24 hours around the clock to ensure everything was coordinated and ready as requested.

In addition to artist transportation, Jasper also managed rental vehicles for all departments. “Bonnaroo has been able to make space for a vehicle operation just offsite, enabling the crew working the festival to be able to pick up and return their vehicles onsite upon arrival and departure. This is huge for the capacity of rentals this event uses,” noted Jasper. With artist transportation needs continuously growing, Jasper delegated managing the festival vehicles logistics to Mary Jo Kaczka in 2014.

Festival Vehicle Management with Mary Jo Kaczka: “What I do is super sexy if you’re into logistics. It’s a lot of numbers,” explained Mary Jo Kaczka, while noting how so many women in the entertainment industry work in logistics.

In the last 2 years, Mary Jo took over managing all vehicle rentals for Bonnaroo including ordering, returns, and post-festival accounting. The festival used some 350 vehicles total, including over 150 rental cars, box trucks, and flatbed trucks. Three different vendors (with Enterprise being the largest) provided 120 fifteen-passenger vans. Vehicles from as far away as Atlanta were brought in to cover the festival’s needs.
Kaczka developed a system to log every vehicle so drivers were in and out in about 10 minutes. Kamilah Chavis and Jessica Luckey helped with logging and distribution, while Thomas Gross and Lou Ornelas ran the lot and oversaw the washing and detailing of every vehicle with the help of volunteers. Mary Jo and her crew worked closely with Jasper Gacula, emphasizing, “The usage of rental vehicles is huge for artists, staff, and all departments.”

Golf Carts: Can anyone imagine working a festival nowadays without the practical use of golf carts? Kace Brennan has been at Bonnaroo for 5 years. This was his second year in charge of golf carts and he worked alongside Suzanne Faison and Nash Davis. Golf carts are distributed to production, security, and every department that had to move gear or shuttle trash. Kace noted, “The festival covers so much land, so it’s just not feasible to walk.” There were 513 pre-rented golf carts site and an addition 100 for short-term rentals. When it comes to prioritizing last minute demands? Kace laughed, “I like interacting with everyone, but it’s hard to determine who actually takes priority and who is bluffing.

Keeping Artists & Crew Happy

Artist Relations and AC Entertainment. For AC Entertainment, Steve Greene is Senior Director of Clubs and Programming where he is in charge of programming for festivals and venues and overseeing the club department. At Bonnaroo, he was the artist relations department head overseeing the artist relations team, including the liaison at each stage in charge of dressing rooms, meal tickets, etc. He began a month in advance coordinating with tour and production managers so everything ran smoothly, but admitted that it’s tough managing in an efficient way so nothing falls through the cracks with the volume of artists coming through. This was his 13th year with Bonnaroo, and he started out assisting in artist transportation before working with AC Entertainment full time, where he’s been for 10 years.

Spectrum Catering Kept the Crew Happy with Great Food. Shelley Gatchell has worked for Spectrum Catering for 19 years. With 12 offices around the country, Spectrum provides catering for golf tours, air shows, and other large-scale events around the US and Canada. They own their own tents and equipment, and rent from professional companies for water and gas to ensure proper safety. At Bonnaroo, Deployed Recourses supplied water tanks, and propane tanks came from All Gas. For Bonnaroo, there were 53 Spectrum employees and 45 temporary staff hired from local non-profit groups. They not only fed all of the staff working on site, including production and security, but also ran 36 beer tents in Centeroo. Shelley admitted, “It can be difficult trying to accommodate for all the different pallets and diets on the farm,” but they do everything from Oriental to Italian to burgers, while always including vegetarian options. At Bonnaroo, they served around 7500 people daily.

Owner Dave Smalley, who is in the trenches with them every day, teaches his staff that Spectrum lives by the Golden Rule. Shelley beamed, “I am proud to say I work for Spectrum because it helped me turn into who I am today; professionally and personally!”

Audio, Video, & Webcast

Audio with Eighth Day Sound: Ensuring that each
artist sounded their best across the huge layout at Bonnaroo was the crew from Eighth Day Sound and Owen Orzack, Tour Services Director. Owen worked with the crew to ensure the bands & engineers had a good audio experience. He also dealt with input lists, power requirements, and RF frequencies. Owen pointed out that, “the crew loves the vibe of this festival, and since we very rarely have a brand new crew, it’s always nice getting back together.” Their combined experience, along with the stage management and the 4 truck loading docks, helped the transition between the diverse artists go smoothly and quickly.

Eighth Day Sound has been at every Bonnaroo. They set up with seven crewmembers at the What Stage, one in The Comedy Theatre on an Avid SC48 driving a dB&b Y Series rig, and one in the press tent with a Yamaha QL1 and dB&b EB’s. Nearly all headliners brought their own consoles, but Eighth Day provided Avid D-Show Profiles for the bands at the What Stage that didn’t. This year they utilized dB&b audiotecnik’s new ArrayProcessing technology with great success. It even received lots of unsolicited compliments on the overall sound. Owen said interfacing with acts that don’t do festival often is tough, but they work together to make them as comfortable as possible with Eighth Day’s crew of amiable and talented professionals.

Webcast with Springboard Productions: Fans who weren’t able to make it out to Bonnaroo could catch all of the live action via an online webcast thanks to Springboard Productions. Andrea Allen was the Coordinating Producer for the 3 channels on RedBullTV. Coverage ran 24 hours from Thursday night until Sunday night with 30+ cameras at all stages and tents focusing on artist performances and interviews. Andrea started in college making music videos, and at Bonnaroo she managed the logistics of the 145 person crew from hiring through working on site, all while interfacing with the festival so production means were taken care of. Andrea mentioned, “In dealing with logistics, it can be challenging- because sometimes what looks best on paper doesn’t always work in practice.” She understood that it was important to be flexible, because things do change. It is also important to enjoy what you do, and do what you can to
make it a positive experience for everyone. This was her 2nd time at Bonnaroo, and she has also worked Lollapalooza and Coachella.

Other Fan Favorites

The Hippo, Nicknamed “The Big Ass Slide”: While there were numerous options to keep fans cool during the long, hot days at the festival, the most fun had to be the world’s largest inflatable waterslide. Randall Young is the owner and operator of All Around Amusements and travels nationwide working various concerts and festivals. This was his second year at Bonnaroo. The slide is 225 feet long and uses 5 blowers to keep it inflated. Portability of the equipment means crew needed only one day to setup the entire attraction. They sent 300 people an hour sliding down what Randall described as, “basically a big slip and slide.” The slide conserves water because it doesn’t require a constant water flow. Crewmembers took turns being responsible for using a hose to spray down guests before they went down the slide (Lucky devils!). In spite of the slide’s popularity with fans, Randall noted, “It’s kind of a hidden gem because it doesn’t get as much recognition.” Mobile Production Monthly is happy to rectify this oversight!

Post Office: Ramona Moore normally works for the US Postal Service elsewhere in Tennessee, but for 4 days out of the year she is the official postmaster at Bonnaroo. Ramona raved about the friendly vibes at Bonnaroo, and said her job there is “almost” like a vacation even though she’s working. The post office was a big hit when it opened in 2008 in a building made from recycled tires, straw, and concrete. Working with Pat Wood and Joe Lynn to send and deliver mail, they’d already mailed 700 postcards on the first day and anticipated sending 4000 more pieces of mail during the festival. Besides post cards, festival attendees could mail souvenirs and artwork home without the hassle of keeping things in their tents or having to pack them. Even better, every piece of mail gets marked with the official Bonnaroo stamp. Ramona explained they even sort incoming mail. Although “Prepare Thy Self” is another Bonnaroo code, people often forget or misplace things like phone chargers and car keys, so they write home for a replacement sent via Express mail.

The Silent Disco - Silent Events: The Silent Disco is a unique experience at Bonnaroo that’s amusing for attendees and spectators alike. Looking in, it was just a quiet tent filled with dancers, strobe lights, and DJs. By simply adding headphones, it became a booming dance club filled with music.

Ryan Dowd, owner and creator of Silent Events, founded the company in 2008. After managing the silent disco at Bonnaroo, he realized the vast possibilities for wireless headphone production events in the United States. They now produce over 150 events every year including festivals, university events, and weddings. Silent
Events produces events with 50 to 2,000 plus headphones, and can also provide clients with technicians, staff, lighting, and DJs.

Katy Upton, Event Operations Manager, managed the front of house including venue logistics, loaded equipment in and out, and managed event staff. The Silent Disco continues to grow in size and popularity, and this year Silent Events celebrated 10 years at Bonnaroo. The Silent Disco featuring an amazing line up, awesome volunteers, and one exciting night sponsored by Red Bull.

Katy proclaimed, “I love the overall positivity and sense of community from everyone in attendance and seeing what goes into a production as large as Bonnaroo with the staff, volunteers, and security that worked tirelessly together to create a safe and memorable experience for everyone.”

www.bonnaroo.com
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Jake Owen Goes Anywhere With DiGiCo

Morris Light and Sound adds SD9 console pair to complement two SD10 desks

With four albums, nearly a dozen top 20 tunes and a fist full of number one country singles, Jake Owen has achieved a popularity that many in Nashville only dream of. And, while he stays busy all year with his own tour dates, he is also spending a good deal of this summer opening for Kenny Chesney on arena and stadium dates through the US. That kind of mixed schedule can be tricky when putting together an audio rig, but Nashville-based Morris Light and Sound recently purchased a pair of DiGiCo SD9 consoles to deftly answer the challenge.

“We have a pair of SD10s that we purchased last year for Jake’s headlining tour of mid-level arenas and Jake’s team uses those for the dates with Kenny Chesney. But we needed something physically smaller for when he breaks off from the tour to do his own dates," said Morris GM John Schirmer. “The SD9s were the perfect solution to the logistical issue of an artist who is both opening stadium and arena shows and doing his own dates in between.”

Schirmer points to the ease of moving between various frame sizes and systems in the DiGiCo family as a big part of the appeal of the SD9. “The engineers are already very comfortable with the DiGiCo workflow, and with the SD9, we get a reduced footprint surface with all of the same SD capability. They can load the same show files as they use on the SD10. It makes a smoother changeover between opening for the Chesney tour and being able to provide their own production without compromise for Jake’s performances outside of the Chesney tour.”

The audio quality of the entire DiGiCo family is beyond doubt at this point and is consistent from the biggest console down to the SD9 and even the SD11, which will fit in a DJ rack. “We don’t give up anything to get the size down," Schirmer said. The SD9s travel with the system to Owen’s solo gigs, so the only things the engineers have to take out of the Chesney truck pack are a pair of Waves servers, making the SD9s extremely convenient in addition to sounding great.

While engineers will often cite specific features or abilities when explaining why they chose a specific audio console, as GM of a large sound company that is doing an increasing amount of business in the rental of gear for tours, Schirmer looks at thing a bit differently.

“DiGiCo has done a really good job of...
keeping the infrastructure of their products consistent from one console to another,” he says. “If you have used an SD10, or a 9 or a 7, they are all familiar with a few tactile differences. This makes them ideal for a company like Morris that has acts of various sizes doing all kinds of gigs. The people at DiGiCo are really in tune with the live sound industry and the specialized needs there. That is really important and it shows in their products.”

Jake Owen Tours With DiGiCo / Add One

Once known as a company that serviced only the artists of its sister company, Morris Higham Management, Morris Light and Sound has moved aggressively into a more traditional rental company role in the past few years. “The model of the company has changed. Two years ago, they pulled me off the road and we began to transition into being more of a full concert production company. And now it’s not just Chesney and Owen. We work with Eli Young, Grace Potter, Chris Isaak, Chevelle, Old Dominion, Florida Georgia Line, Keb’ Mo’, and the list goes on and on.”

“As we move in this direction, it is crucial that we have the great gear available that tours are asking for. It needs to be gear that makes the phone ring. Increasingly, DiGiCo is at the top of that list.”

“When Jake’s solo arena tour came around last year, we were looking for a system that was a little smaller, sounded great, provided a 96 kHz solution and was priced at a point we were comfortable with in order to get that tour out the door. The SD10 really fit our needs. And when we needed a smaller solution for these solo dates during the Chesney tour, the SD9 with the same great sound quality, stellar service DiGiCo provides, and interoperability of the entire SD line made it the obvious choice.”
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